
The rapid rise of the sustainability 
function… and the pitfalls ahead

More FTSE Chief Sustainability Officers (‘CSOs’) were appointed in 2021 and 2022 than in the previous 10 years combined. 
With climate change and ESG becoming a major priority for businesses, this comes as no great surprise. However, with the 
creation of a new head office function – the sustainability function – there are already signs that the mistakes made over the 
past 15 years by many risk and compliance functions are at risk of being repeated. Once novel and fast-expanding, these 
functions have too often since been viewed as somewhat amorphous, and delivering sub-standard outcomes.

In this short paper, we outline the five models of CSO that are emerging, and four crucial questions to consider, in order to 
avoid the pitfalls ahead as the function evolves.
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The model an organisation adopts has been largely 
dictated by three things: the sector / business model; the 

stakeholder group it currently feels the most pressure 
from on the sustainability agenda; and whether it 

chooses to adopt an offensive strategy (seeing this
topic as an opportunity for social impact and competitive 

differentiation) or a defensive one (seeing it as an 
external risk to be managed).
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The current landscape  
At this critical early stage in the development of 
the sustainability function, we are observing the 
emergence of five discernible models* of CSO:

1 A CSO with a scope entirely focussed on climate 
related matters – a common model in large 
regulated organisations, where carbon metrics 
are more heavily reported on, and climate is the 
main focus of the sustainability agenda.

2 A CSO who blends corporate affairs with 
sustainability – another common choice for 
regulated organisations, where sustainability is 
positioned as a critical external advocacy priority.

3 A CSO who blends marketing with sustainability 
– where businesses see sustainability as a 
growth or product opportunity, as we often see in 
technology companies.

4 A CSO who blends strategy with sustainability – 
more common in carbon-intensive industries 
and those whose businesses need to undertake 
significant Group-wide transformation in order to 
safeguard its future, such as oil and gas.

5 A CSO who blends legal with sustainability – 
where there is a governance or reputational 
angle attached, particularly in carbon-intensive 
industries.

* Whilst there are other less common models, for example when 
looking at the asset management industry where the sustainability 
agenda is focussed on responsible investing, these five models are 
the most prevalent.
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There is an easy logic to how the current landscape has 
evolved. But there are already striking parallels between 
the emergence of the sustainability function and the rise of 
risk and compliance functions post the financial crisis
of 2008.

In financial services, driven by the regulatory environment, 
these functions rapidly increased in headcount without 
sufficient long-term thought, leading to costs spiralling
without solving the big issues. In corporate organisations, 
meanwhile, many risk and compliance teams have suffered 
from a lack of ownership and clarity of mandate, hampering 
their effectiveness.

With a rapidly and ambiguously evolving agenda and 
external stakeholder pressure mounting, there is a risk that 
sustainability will follow a similar evolution – built reactively 
without strategic consideration, resulting in a function that 
is narrow and unfocussed on the long-term goals needed 
to future-proof the organisation, and the transformation that 
is required.

Learning lessons from past mistakes
As specialists in appointing functional leaders, Hedley May 
has witnessed the development of corporate functions over 
many years. It is very easy for a function to grow
and, somewhat counterintuitively, become divorced from 
the bigger problems they are trying to solve. The larger 
the function the greater the tendency is to lean towards 
technical thinking over close and continuous alignment to 
the organisation’s core mission.

We have observed this most acutely with risk and 
compliance functions, where we saw leaders appointed 
predominantly with the focus of bringing technical expertise 
to the role. Once the ‘theory’ was set, these same teams 
struggled to embed the necessary change across the 
organisation. There is now a new wave of Chief Risk and 
Compliance Officers in place who have been hired to 
address the transformation and innovation deficit.

In appointing a CSO, the key is to bridge the capabilities 
you need to solve the problems of today with those you 
anticipate requiring in the future. Fundamentally, the CSO of 
the future must bring a combination of strategic judgment 
and the ability to drive change, innovate and transform.
The blend of these leadership skills will be essential in 
driving the agenda forward and avoiding missteps.

When hiring a CSO, businesses that focus on hiring technical 
expertise that tackles the immediate issue or stakeholder 
challenge will find it harder to pivot to the issues of the – not 
so distant – future. Organisations must start thinking about 
the longer-term goals for the role and the function in order to 
put the right foundations in place – and that requires cross-
business and cross-function input now.

Four Key Considerations
There are four key considerations for organisations 
when appointing a CSO and/or developing the 
sustainability function:

1 Accountability of ExCo: Sustainability is a cross-
functional and cross-business problem. How will you 
ensure that all the ExCo stakeholders who need to be 
involved are involved, and are aligned to the success of 
the agenda?

2 Long-term strategic goals: Is there a clear mandate 
that a good CSO can deliver against? Have you defined 
the immediate priorities for the next two to three 
years, alongside having a perspective on what your 
organisation will need longer-term? Starting with the 
end goal in mind will help avoid some of the pitfalls, 
even if that goal changes as new information emerges 
and priorities change.

3 Technical vs leadership skills: Does the current skillset 
of your CSO or sustainability offering match up to 
what will be needed to drive this agenda in two years’ 
time – and if not, how will it need to develop? CSOs 
are in short supply – even more acute than with risk 
and compliance is the shortage of talent with relevant 
sustainability technical expertise. This means that 
the role of CSO is quickly becoming one of the most 
difficult functional positions to fulfil effectively. It is 
highly likely there will be gaps in leadership capability. 
Having clarity on these gaps at the outset and closely 
monitoring their impact is essential.

4 Reporting lines: Have you recognised the advantages 
and disadvantages of the current reporting line, and are 
you ready to move to a new reporting line if and when 
the cons outweigh the pros? The sustainability agenda 
cuts across a number of functions and businesses – it 
is unlikely that one reporting line alone, written in stone, 
will deliver.

Leadership Inspired
We seek out world-class executives who create 
lasting change and leaders who will make a world 
of difference. Deep market knowledge, bespoke 
processes and innovative thinking enable us to find 
extraordinary leaders across the globe.

Over 61% of all of Hedley May placements in the 
last three years have been diverse. We recognise 
the importance of diversity and its impact upon the 
long-term and sustainable success to organisations.


